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A Speci�cation Language for TCP Connections Data Processing 213� Performance Management;� Con�guration Management;� Accounting Management;� Fault Management;� Security Management.The e�ective solution of any task arising in these areas is possible only onthe base of results of monitoring and analysis of network tra�c data.Selection of the protocol layer to be monitored is one of the key prob-lems, because it de�nes elementary units of tra�c data to be �xed.Modern network technologies provide very high data transfer speed,that leads to huge volume of tra�c data on some layers. For instance,day tra�c of Ethernet segment containing 200 workstations may reach18 Mpackets, 6 Gbytes on Ethernet packets (frames) layer [2]. Storageand analytical processing of such volumes of data become highly expensiveand di�cult.The more e�ective is approach, where protocol connections' data arechosen as elementary units. This allows to store data on dozens Mbytes incompressed form. For example this approach is accepted by Cisco, whichbuilds connections monitoring modules into OS IOS (subsystem NetFlow[3]). The subsystem allows to concentrate on Cisco routers primary form-ing of the connections data.In modern distributed systems overwhelming majority of connectionsare produced with TCP. It means that problems of TCP connections dataanalysis are of uttermost importance for the network management.It is necessary for the problems solution to process the monitoring databy various ways. The processing methods depend on concrete researchpurposes. Some examples of them are:� Investigation of tra�c substreams connected with separate hosts,their groups or subnets.� Frequency analysis of usage of distributed systems various elements,such are for example certain servers or application protocols.� Investigation of TCP inner algorithms and/or of TCP implementa-tions functional correctness.



214 Dmitri G. Korzoun, Iouri A. Bogoiavlenski� Investigation of behavior of connection�oriented protocols likeMDCS for wireless links [4].� Investigation of properties of TCP connections structures, which canarise in a network.� Obtaining of various characteristics, which are necessary for tra�cmathematical models and their parameters estimation.The list may be prolonged far enough.It is evident, that the methods of the tra�c data processing cannot be�xed, because they strongly depend on analysis needs. Hence, it has senseto develop approaches providing �exible management of the processing.We propose to solve the problem by development of speci�cation language,which allows to a user to formulate necessary processing. We have ofexperience of design this kind of languages for �ltering and processing oflow level network tra�c [5]. In the paper we describe the prototype of newlanguage TCPconal, which is aimed for speci�cation of TCP connectionsdata processing.The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains re-view of existing software for TCP tra�c data monitoring and analysis.Section 3 is devoted to TCPconal prototype description. Section 4 de-scribes the prototype implementation as a subsystem of TCPconan tra�canalyzer. Some results of experimental measurements using TCPconalspeci�cations are presented in section 5. The appendix contains an exam-ple of TCPconal program for hosts activity analysis.2 Software for TCP Tra�c Analysis2.1 General Scheme of a Tra�c AnalyzerThe general scheme is presented in the Figure 1.`Data Acquisition' unit captures the tra�c of investigated system. Thetra�c may be as real (native or arti�cial) so simulated. Well knownpackage tcpdump [16] may be considered as an example of this unit.The `Initial processing and primary data storage' unit is destined for�ltering and primary data processing. For example, the unit might elim-inate non TCP packets, extract connections data and store them.
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Figure 1. The general scheme of a tra�c analyzer`Analysis' unit performs full processing of tra�c data according to theresearch purposes. As a rule, this unit is most complex and consumes themost part of resources. `Report generation' unit forms certain types ofreports about performed tra�c data processing.The problem of the processing speci�cation is related to two units:`Analysis in according to the research purpose' and `Report generation'.



216 Dmitri G. Korzoun, Iouri A. BogoiavlenskiOur language TCPconal allows to specify working procedures of these twounits.2.2 Some Existing Software Tools for TCP Tra�cAnalysisThe existing software tools may be divided on three following groups:1. Active Software. This kind of tools generates arti�cial tra�c,which serves as a base for measurements. Real networks and linksare used for the tra�c transfer.2. Passive Software. The tools only measure native tra�c existingin a network.3. Simulation Software. The tools simulate behavior of a distributedsystem. It means as arti�cial tra�c generation so simulation of anetwork. Real links are not used.Each of the group has own advantages and drawbacks. Choice of theappropriate tool depends on a purpose of an investigation. Moreover,combinations of the tools of di�erent groups may be useful in some situ-ations. However, the tra�c data processing problem should be solved foreach of the group listed above.There exists a number of tools (free and commercial) for TCP tra�cinvestigation. Let us consider some well known packages. Essentiallymore comprehensive, but also incomplete lists can be found in [6, 7].TCPreduce. It reduces the tcpdump trace �le to one ASCII recordper a connection, containing its short description [8].TCPtrace. It reads output dump �les in the format of several popularpacket capturing program (tcpdump, snoop, etherpeek, and netm). Foreach connection it keeps track of main important set of characteristics.Its output format ranges from Simple to Long to Very Detailed [9].TCPanaly. It is a tool for automatically analyzing a TCP imple-mentation behavior by inspecting packet traces of the TCP's activity:problems discovering, standard deviations, ine�cient actions. More de-tailed description can be found in [10]. Theoretical background of thistool is stated in [11].



A Speci�cation Language for TCP Connections Data Processing 217TReno. It was designed to measure the single stream bulk transfercapacity over Internet path. It is an amalgam of two existing algorithms:traceroute and an idealized version of the �ow control algorithms pre-sented in RENO TCP. It generates and measure arti�cial tra�c on thegiven path [12].DBS. It gives performance index with multi�point con�guration andalso measures changes of throughput. Tra�c between elements of thecon�guration is given by special way and it is arti�cially generated [13].Netperf. It is a benchmark that can be used to measure variousaspects of networking performance. Its primary focus is on bulk datatransfer and request/response performance. It measures most importantcharacteristics of TCP tra�c on the given path by its arti�cial generation.All measurements are performed at the packet level, not at the connectionone [14].tcplib. It is a library for network simulation. It is based on a numberof empirical models of TCP application protocols behavior [15].Main disadvantage of the systems like those mentioned above is thatall of them does not allow to process data of tra�c in a way �exibleenough. All calculated characteristics are �xed in a package and user hasno opportunity to de�ne explicitly the processing features. However, someof the systems have very simple means for the processing speci�cation.For example TCPtrace supports three types of the report generation, DBSallows to a user to specify tra�c in a network con�guration, and tcpliballows to construct simulation models by using of the library functions.As a rule, the processing is controlled by command line, which is ratherpoor mechanism for these purposes.3 A Prototype of TCPconal Language3.1 The requirements to the language1. Independence of an input data acquisition method. An input datasources and format should not be strictly �xed. Tra�c can be real,it can be simulated, it can have di�erent formats, but all thesefactors must not hinder processing. The requirement may be pro-vided on the lexical analysis level of input data streams. Besides,the language should provide processing of the input containing data



218 Dmitri G. Korzoun, Iouri A. Bogoiavlenskiwith di�erent level of details. This requirement allows easily to im-plement the language in di�erent tra�c analysis systems and fordi�erent platforms.2. Flexible mechanism of processing type selection. The user shouldbe allowed to choose processing from a wide set of possible typesand those and only those ones which are really necessary for him.This allows to eliminate excessive work (computing of unnecessarycharacteristics and parameters). In the case of TCP it is especiallyimportant, because the protocol is rather complex and the TCPconnections data actually have an immense number of variants ofpossible analysis and of corresponding processing.3. Orientation to the structural processing. TCPconal should allow totreat the tra�c on the following structural levels:� TCP connections level. A connection is considered indepen-dently of any other one.� TCP connection group level. All connections belonging to agiven group are considered as correlated in some sense. Forexample, it is pointed in [17] that a client using a collection ofparallel connections to connect to a server is more aggressiveuser of the network that one that uses a single TCP connection.� Hosts level. An activity of a host is investigated in comparisonwith other hosts.� Host groups level. An activity of the host group is investigatedand compared with tra�c of other hosts.� Application protocols level. Fractions due to the protocols areinvestigated.The requirement is useful for common network management, wherethe problem is to clarify activity of the resources usage by a givenhost or by a group of them, or to determine the most and the leastactive elements of the network.4. Selection of output data presentation. As a rule, result of process-ing is an intermediate stage of a research. Further it can be storedor visualized for comprehensive analysis. The user should have an



A Speci�cation Language for TCP Connections Data Processing 219opportunity to select suitable for him kind of presentation, appro-priate content, format, and volume of the results. It allows to useTCPconal in a combination with arbitrary software of data analysisand/or visualization.5. Extendibility of the language. Modern network technologies are in-tensively developed and continuously improved. TCPconal shouldhave ability to support the changes by adding of new features with-out loss of the compatibility with the previous versions.One important direction of the language development has its origin inthe fact that TCP is rather complex protocol. It uses a number of variousalgorithms and techniques. This means that there exist large amount ofthe TCP tra�c behavior characteristics, which can be investigated. Thus,it is desirable to extend the language with tools to support investigation ofsome basic problems of TCP implementations testing, its current perfor-mance and its further developments. These problems examples are listedbelow.� Congestion Establishment and Termination. Correct, economicaland e�ective way to establish and to terminate TCP connection.� Congestion Avoidance and Control. TCP tries to determine currentnetwork workload and using that it synchronizes intensity of TCPpacket injection with network throughput.� Acknowledgment Strategy. TCP uses acknowledgment mechanismin data transferring to ensure guaranteed packet delivery. The prob-lem is to design and to implement this algorithm with minimal net-work resources usage.� Packet Reordering. It is well known that packets can be deliveredin a di�erent order then they had initially. It is one of Internet keycharacteristics. This phenomenon implicitly in�uences to behaviorof some TCP parts.� Packet Loss. IP does not guarantee packet delivery. So TCP isforced to discover itself all lost packets.



220 Dmitri G. Korzoun, Iouri A. Bogoiavlenski� Deadlocks. There are possible some situations, where network is notoverload, members of TCP connection have data to exchange, butTCP does not allow to transfer data. It is a result of non e�cientperforming of some TCP algorithms. The problem is in discoveringand elimination of such situations.� Slide Window Strategy. Slide window mechanism is a part of TCPto control and regulate network workload.� Segment Sizes. TCP should know what sizes of TCP segments itwould be better to use. Right choice between small and large seg-ments may reduce network workload.� Round�trip Time. TCP estimates RTT and intensively uses theestimation in some algorithms. The good approximation of the valueleads to more e�cient network resources usage.3.2 Language DescriptionToday TCPconal is simple enough language, which allows to formulatethree types of data processing, which are the most popular for TCP tra�c.The types are connections analysis, hosts activity analysis, and analysisof TCP application protocols usage.3.2.1 Main principlesIt is accepted in the language that to solve a problem of the data process-ing a user should:1. De�ne a type of processing.2. Select a substream of data to process.3. Specify the processing results to be reported.All these actions are described using a set of built-in variables. The typeof processing de�nes the corresponding set. The variables values presentvarious characteristics of the tra�c to have processed and the processingresults. More detailed description of the current set of the variables isgiven in section 3.2.4.



A Speci�cation Language for TCP Connections Data Processing 221A program to specify the tra�c processing is de�ned as a list of state-ments, separated by semicolon `;'. Each statement belongs to one of thefollowing group according to the language principles:� Processing type speci�cation� Substreams selection� Report speci�cationThe statements may be repeated. If this leads to ambiguity then only thelast one is taken into account.3.2.2 Speci�cation of the Processing TypeStatements of this group allow to a user to set a character of TCP tra�cprocessing.Analysis type setting.analysis = { TYPE };This statement de�nes a type of processing. In the current implementationTYPE can be one of the following terminals:connectionshostsprotocolsThey correspond to setting on connection analysis, hosts activity analysisand application protocols usage analysis respectively.From the user point of view analysis type setting determines a set ofbuilt-in variables, available to the user. After that she/he has access totheir values at the �lters de�nition and the reports speci�cation. This setdiverse for di�erent analysis types. Besides, the type implicitly de�nesthe corresponding set of appropriate algorithms to evaluate the variablesvalues, but the user have not an access to the algorithms.In the connections analysis a substream, speci�ed by a user, is ex-tracted from the total data stream and the report for all connections ofthe substream is generated. The report format is also set by a user.



222 Dmitri G. Korzoun, Iouri A. BogoiavlenskiThe aim of the host activity analysis is to estimate frequency charac-teristics of each member of the given host group in relation to the totalgroup tra�c and to the total tra�c of the investigated network.Application protocols analysis allows to estimate relative frequenciesof the protocol usage by the speci�ed group.We suppose to expand the set of available analysis types and to im-prove its description style by implementing a hierarchical structure, forexample:analysis{Connections.LongTime.Pathology}In the current implementation it is impossible to use several types ofanalysis in the same program. The reason of that is existence of such built-in variables, those are calculated with di�erent algorithms depending onthe chosen type of the analysis.Setting of Data Aggregation Style. The time window of the investigationmay be speci�ed by means described in the next section. The window canbe divided into intervals for data aggregation by three forms of dividestatement:divide into N connections;or divide into N intervals;or divide with N seconds;This division will lead to the generation of corresponding time series,characterizing the tra�c. The �rst form divides the time window intosome number of intervals, containing exactly N connections. The secondform gives exactly N time intervals in the time window. The last formspeci�es a division into intervals with length of N seconds.This mechanism allows to apply well developed theory of time seriesanalysis.



A Speci�cation Language for TCP Connections Data Processing 2233.2.3 Substreams SelectionStatements of this group set �lters, which allow to select some TCP con-nections from the total stream.Time Window Setting.time = { t1 , t2 };This �lter passes those and only those connections, which are establishedinside the given time window. Values of the constants t1 and t2 de�nebounds of the window and have the following format:YYYY.MM.DD.hh:mm:sswhere YYYY�4 digits of the year, MM�2 digits of the month, DD�2 digitsof the day, hh�2 digits of the hour, mm�2 digits of the minute, ss�2digits of the second.Possibilities to de�ne the time window bounds with an exactitude offractions of a second and to de�ne a combination of the several windowswill appear in the next release.Setting of a hosts group to analyze.group = { <list> };This statement sets a host group and those and only those connections arepassed through the �lter, which has a member of the group as a partici-pant of the connection. Nonterminal <list> de�nes a list of conditions,separated by commas `,' or ampersands `&'. These conditions describethe group and now may be speci�ed as:1. IPv4 address of a host.2. Name of a host.3. Subnet mask in the following form:subnet = <IPv4>/<num><IPv4> is an address, and <num> de�nes number of the �rst addressbits used as subnet address.



224 Dmitri G. Korzoun, Iouri A. Bogoiavlenski4. A reserved word �not� can precede to each condition and it meansits inversion.5. One comma `,', separating conditions, denotes logical operation OR.6. Using the ampersand `&' instead of the comma `,' means logical AND.At the next versions of TCPconal we suppose to expand a set of log-ical primitives by including for instance analysis of substrings in a hostname, restrictions on TCP ports, and considering of clients and serversseparately, to number a few. Besides, it is a good idea to use the built-invariables for the �lters constructing. Now these variables are used onlyfor the reports generation.3.2.4 Report speci�cationThis group of statements allows to set necessary format of the report.The report may consist of three parts:� Heading� Main part� Final partThe heading allows to specify the report identi�cation. The main partof the report contains the dynamic results of tra�c processing based onthe type of analysis and output patterns de�ned by the user. The �nalpart is intended to output summarized and averaged characteristics of thetra�c.The main tool to form the report format is patterns mechanism tooutput values of the built-in variables. The variables are used to accessthe results output in all three parts. The values depend on the part ofthe report, where the the corresponding variable pattern is located. Moreover, in some parts of the report values of some variables have not beende�ned.At the �rst language prototype there exists a rich enough set of thevariables, divided onto the following classes:Identi�cators Values of these variables are names, addresses, and titles.For example, IP address of TCP connection client (ClientAddress)or application protocol name (ProtocolName).



A Speci�cation Language for TCP Connections Data Processing 225Time and date. Values of the class variables are time or date of sometra�c events. For example, a day of TCP connection establishment(StartDay) or �nal second of host activity (FinishSecond).Ordinal variables. Their values de�ne ordinal numbers of consequentlyprocessed events in the tra�c data. For example, serial number ofthe current TCP connection (ConnectionNumber).Characteristics. These variables have values of some tra�c characteristics.For example, duration of the next TCP connection (Duration).Frequency characteristics. Values of the variables are frequencies of tra�cevents. For example, fraction of packets transfered by the givenapplication protocol in percents (PacketsPercent).Sum characteristics. They are used to sum up tra�c processing. For ex-ample, the total number of connections, activated by the given groupof hosts (GroupConnectionsNumber).The patterns, de�ning the report content, are combinations of built-invariables names with textual strings. Commas are used as separators.The strings are written inside quotations, for example "This is a hostname: ". Each variable can have a preceding string to template theoutput, if the default format is not adequate for the user. This is ananalogy with function printf() of C language:"TCP port is %5u" < ClientPortA symbol '<' is used instead a comma to indicate that the string is atemplate for the variable ClientPort.Report heading format.headings = { <rep_string> };<rep_string> is a list of strings and variables for output, separated bycommas.Records, speci�ed by headings patterns, are output in the followingcases:1. If the connection analysis is set on, then one time only before thereal TCP connection processing.



226 Dmitri G. Korzoun, Iouri A. Bogoiavlenski2. If the hosts activity or application protocols usage analysis is set on,then before processing of each interval in the time window.Report main part format.report = { <rep_string> };<rep_string> is a list of strings and variables for output, separated bycommas.The part is output in the following cases:1. If the connection analysis is set on, then each time after processingof each connection.2. If the hosts activity analysis is set on, then for each host of the givengroup after processing of each time interval.3. If the application protocols usage analysis is set on, then for eachprotocol after processing of each time interval.Report �nal part format.bottom = { <rep_string> };<rep_string> is a list of strings and variables for output, separated bycommas.Report �nal part is output in the following cases:1. If the connection analysis is set on, then only one time after thewhole tra�c processing completion.2. If the hosts activity or application protocols usage analysis is set on,then after each time interval processing, when the main part of thereport has been output for this interval.4 The prototype implementationThe prototype of TCPconal language was implemented as subsystem ofthe prototype of TCPconan system. This system is a TCP tra�c analyzerand it is maintained by the authors.TCPconan system consists of the following modules:



A Speci�cation Language for TCP Connections Data Processing 227capture. It serves to capture raw TCP packets and to extract the corre-sponding data from the each captured packet.machine. It emulates TCP machines of each participant of TCP connec-tion with the aim to gather data of each TCP connection.pconan. It performs initial processing of detected TCP connections.condb. It supports a data base containing data of all detected connec-tions.conan. It performs TCP connection data processing speci�ed by a re-searcher.interface. It supports a user interface to specify TCP connections dataprocessing.TCPconal compiler is built in the conan module. This module takes aprogram in TCPconal created by the module interface as an input. Thenconan compiles the program into a special inner table, which contains thefollowing data:� Filters de�nitions to use for substream extracting.� List of necessary characteristics to evaluate.� Description of the report format.According to the table conan requests the module condb for necessarydata of selected connections and performs speci�ed processing and theresults output.TCPconal language is described by LALR(1) grammar. The compilerwas written with well�known tools flex and bison. All modules of TCP-conan system are written in the C programming language.5 Results of ExperimentsWe have performed series of experiments to test the system TCPconan andthe TCPconal language. One Ethernet segment was chosen as a testbed.This segment contains hosts belonging to mathematical and physical de-partments of University of Petrozavodsk. The whole TCP tra�c in the



228 Dmitri G. Korzoun, Iouri A. Bogoiavlenskirange of some hours was investigated. Results of some these experimentsare presented below.5.1 Connections analysisA TCPconal program was designed to output the following characteristicsof each detected connection:� Serial number.� Names of participants (active and passive side)� Application protocol name.� Duration in seconds.� Status of connection establishment and termination.� Volume of transfered octets and packets in both directions.� Average throughput in octet/second and packet/secondThe report contains records, in which some ASCII lines are assigned foreach connection. A short extraction from the report is presented below:1) 17:43:35-17:43:35delta.cs.karelia.ru -> proxy.karelia.ruapps=81, duration=1sec, status={NOSYN,ABbyCLI}octets->0 (0.00oct/sec); packets->1 (1.00pack/sec)octets<-1176 (1176.00oct/sec); packets<-1 (1.00pack/sec)2) 17:43:38-17:43:38epsilon.cs.karelia.ru -> delta.cs.karelia.ruapps=auth, duration=1sec, status={SYN,FINbySRV}octets->9 (9.00oct/sec); packets->10 (10.00pack/sec)octets<-36 (36.00oct/sec); packets<-9 (9.00pack/sec)3) 17:43:44-17:43:44epsilon.cs.karelia.ru -> delta.cs.karelia.ruapps=1431, duration=1sec, status={SYN,FINbyCLI}octets->2055 (2055.00oct/sec); packets->11 (11.00pack/sec)octets<-0 (0.00oct/sec); packets<-6 (6.00pack/sec)



A Speci�cation Language for TCP Connections Data Processing 229More then 1,000 TCP connections were monitored. A result of theexperiments is that the most popular server in the investigated segmentis proxy server (port 81) at the host proxy.karelia.ru. This serverpasses through itself the most part of WWW and ftp tra�c.5.2 Hosts Activity AnalysisA TCPconal program was designed to output the following characteristicsof each active host of the segment:� Name and address.� Start and �nish times of host activity.� Number of connections, packets and octets which belong the hosttreated as a client, as a server and in both roles.The text of the program is introduced in the appendix. Here is a shortfragment of the report generated:students.soros.karelia.ru (194.85.173.117)1998.12.3 17:36:53:677866 - 1998.12.3 20:58:32:100164CliCon=0 (0.00%), SrvCon=293 (9.52%), AllCon=293 (10.60%)CliPack=0 (0.00%), SrvPack=13991 (10.24%), AllPack=2383 (4.44%)CliOct=0 (0.00%), SrvOct=373216 (15.05%), AllOct=373216 (11.92%)gamma.cs.karelia.ru (194.85.172.137)1998.12.3 17:36:53:447884 - 1998.12.3 20:17:51:325746CliCon=42 (9.05%), SrvCon=0 (0.00%), AllCon=42 (1.52%)CliPack=1409 (4.43%), SrvPack=0 (0.00%), AllPack=1409 (2.78%)CliOct=39471 (3.06%), SrvOct=0 (0.00%), AllOct=39471 (1.26%)The measurements were performed continuously during �ve hours andthe generated report showed, in particular, that 62% of all data octetshave been exchanged through server proxy.karelia.ru. This con�rmthe result of the experiment mentioned above.5.3 Application Protocols Usage AnalysisA TCPconal program was designed to output the following characteris-tics of each TCP application protocol (protocols, that have not used, areomitted in the report):



230 Dmitri G. Korzoun, Iouri A. Bogoiavlenski� Name and TCP port of an application protocol.� Start and �nish times of protocol activity detecting.� Number and percent of connections established by the protocol asclient, as server and both.� Corresponding numbers and percents of packets and octets for eachof three classes above.A short extraction from the report is presented below:auth(113)1998.12. 4|17:40:40: 27076 --- 1998.12. 4|21:23:40:427045CliCon=0 (0.00%), SrvCon=104 (8.33%), AllCon=104 (4.17%)CliPack=0 (0.00%), SrvPack=823 (0.84%), AllPack=823 (0.40%)CliOct=0 (0.00%), SrvOct=3607 (0.01%), AllOct=3607 (0.01%)ftp(21)1998.12. 4|17:40:40: 17077 --- 1998.12. 4|21:24:17:624192CliCon=0 (0.00%), SrvCon=105 (8.64%), AllCon=105 (4.42%)CliPack=0 (0.00%), SrvPack=3782 (3.89%), AllPack=3782 (1.86%)CliOct=0 (0.00%), SrvOct=72580 (0.24%), AllOct=72580 (0.17%)As a result we got that fractions of octets transfered by the mostpopular protocols are 40% for WWW and 15% for ftp-data.5.4 Intruders monitoringThe visual analysis of TCPconan reports on connection analysis helped usto get not only standard expected results, but let us discover strange ac-tivity of one host. This activity can be treated as preparation to nonlegalaccess to a host. More exactly, this activity is called �TCP port scan-ning�. The activity essence is that intruder's host attempts to establishTCP connections with di�erent ports (services) of the host under attack.This allows to the intruder to discover available services. If the attackedhost has not a service, it aborts the connection (ABbySRV status). Oth-erwise the connection is started normally and the intruder aborted it byhimself (ABbyCLI status). After discovering active services the intrudercan try to use them for the nonlegal access.As an example, see the following fragment of the report:



A Speci�cation Language for TCP Connections Data Processing 231109) 16:40:16-16:40:16k143.karelia.ru (194.85.172.221) -> epsilon.cs.karelia.ruapps=echo, duration=1sec, status={NOSSYN,ABbySRV}octets->0 (0.00oct/sec); packets->1 (1.00pack/sec)octets<-0 (0.00oct/sec); packets<-1 (1.00pack/sec)113) 16:40:18-16:40:18k143.karelia.ru (194.85.172.221) -> epsilon.cs.karelia.ruapps=ftp, duration=1sec, status={SYN,ABbyCLI}octets->0 (0.00oct/sec); packets->3 (3.00pack/sec)octets<-111 (111.00oct/sec); packets<-2 (2.00pack/sec)114) 16:40:18-16:40:18k143.karelia.ru (194.85.172.221) -> epsilon.cs.karelia.ruapps=smtp, duration=1sec, status={SYN,ABbyCLI}octets->0 (0.00oct/sec); packets->4 (4.00pack/sec)octets<-88 (88.00oct/sec); packets<-2 (2.00pack/sec)115) 16:40:18-16:40:18k143.karelia.ru (194.85.172.221) -> epsilon.cs.karelia.ruapps=time, duration=1sec, status={NOSSYN,ABbySRV}octets->0 (0.00oct/sec); packets->1 (1.00pack/sec)octets<-0 (0.00oct/sec); packets<-1 (1.00pack/sec)117) 16:40:18-16:40:19k143.karelia.ru (194.85.172.221) -> epsilon.cs.karelia.ruapps=telnet, duration=1sec, status={SYN,ABbyCLI}octets->0 (0.00oct/sec); packets->4 (4.00pack/sec)octets<-12 (12.00oct/sec); packets<-3 (3.00pack/sec)The generated report shows that a host k143.karelia.ru tried toestablish TCP connections with a host epsilon.cs.karelia.ru, usinga various set of ports (apps = ftp, telnet, time, echo, domain, . . . ).Some of them part were aborted by the host epsilon.cs.karelia.ru(NOSYN, ABbySRV). Thus, the host k143.karelia.ru has detected thatthe host epsilon.cs.karelia.ru does not support services echo, time,www, nntp, pop3 (status=NOSYN), and does support services ftp, smtp,telnet (status=SYN).A special type of analysis may be implemented in the TCPconal lan-guage for detection of this kind of clients behavior.



232 Dmitri G. Korzoun, Iouri A. Bogoiavlenski6 ConclusionThe prototype of a new language TCPconal was introduced in this pa-per. A purpose of the language is to specify various types of TCP tra�cdata processing. These problems often arise in distributed systems inves-tigation. Today TCP tra�c analysis becomes one of the most popularapproach for network management. TCPconal provides �exibility and ex-pandability for setting type of analysis and specifying a report format.These features are promised to be very useful for any kind of the researchin this area.The implemented prototype of the language is oriented to solve threetypes of problems: connections analysis, frequency hosts activity analy-sis, and frequency application protocols usage analysis. All of them areeveryday tasks in network management and their goal is the estimationof general state of the network and its resources.The language is generated by LALR(1) grammar. This let us use flexand bison tools to construct the compiler. The last fact means that thelanguage is easy to modify and expand.Today TCPconal is built in the TCPconan system, which is an ana-lyzer of TCP tra�c. The results of the experiments are described.The main adventure of TCPconal is its �exibility and universality. Itis oriented to solve various types of problems which arise or may arise inany network research.References[1] Network Management Basics. Cisco Systems, Inc. 1996.[2] Vadim A. Ponomarev, Iouri A. Bogoiavlenski, Timo Alanko An Eth-ernet Segment Performance and Workload Characterization UsingSet of Filters Based on Free Software Tools, in this Proceedings.[3] http://cio.cisco.com/warp.public/732/netflow/index.html[4] Kojo M., Raatikainen K., Liljeberg M., Kiiskinen J., and Alanko T.An E�cient Transport Service for Slow Wireless Telephone Links.IEEE Journal on Selected Areas of Communication; Special Issue on
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A Speci�cation Language for TCP Connections Data Processing 235AppendixHere we introduce an example of TCPconal program aimed to spec-ify standard host activity analysis. An example of the program reportfragment is presented in section 5.2.analysis = {hosts}; # to analyze hosts# time windowtime = {1998.01.01.00:00:00, # start monitor1999.11.01.16:03:35 # finish monitor};# there are 25 subintervalsdivide into 25 connections;# output report headingsheadings = {"Hosts analysis:", RET,"-------------------------------------------", RET};# main part of output reportreport = {# Name and address of a hostHostName, "(",HostAddress,")", RET,# time of discovery host activity" ", StartYear, ".", StartMonth,".", StartDay, " ",StartHour,":", StartMinute,":", StartSecond," - ",# time of finishing of host activityFinishYear,".", FinishMonth,".", FinishDay, " "FinishHour,":", FinishMinute,":", FinishSecond,RET,# Number of connections for a host"CliCon=", ClientConnectionsNumber," (", ClientConnectionsPercent, "%), ","SrvCon=", ServerConnectionsNumber," (", ServerConnectionsPercent, "%), ","AllCon=", ConnectionsNumber,



236 Dmitri G. Korzoun, Iouri A. Bogoiavlenski" (", ConnectionsPercent, "%)",RET,# Number of packets for a host"CliPack=", ClientPacketsNumber," (", ClientPacketsPercent, "%), ","SrvPack=", ServerPacketsNumber," (", ServerPacketsPercent, "%), ","AllPack=", PacketsNumber," (", PacketsPercent, "%)",RET,# Number of octets for a host"CliOct=", ClientOctetsNumber," (", ClientOctetsPercent, "%), ","SrvOct=", ServerOctetsNumber," (", ServerOctetsPercent, "%), ","AllOct=", OctetsNumber," (", OctetsPercent, "%)",RET};# format of final part of output reportbottom = {"--------------------------------------------", RET,# number of octets from clients"ClientOctets=", ClientGroupOctetsNumber, ", ",# number of octets from servers"ServerOctets=", ServerGroupOctetsNumber, ", ",# total number of octets in a group"AllOctets=", GroupOctetsNumber, ". ",RET,# number of packet from clients"ClientPackets=", ClientGroupPacketsNumber, ", ",# number of packets from servers"ServerPackets=", ServerGroupPacketsNumber, ", ",



A Speci�cation Language for TCP Connections Data Processing 237# total number of packets in a group"AllPackets=", GroupPacketsNumber, ". ",RET,# number of connections from clients"ClientConnections=", ClientGroupConnectionsNumber, ", ",# number of connections from servers"ServerConnections=", ServerGroupConnectionsNumber, ", ",# total number of connections in a group"AllConnections=", GroupConnectionsNumber, ". ",RET,"--------------------------------------------", RET,RET};


